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Figure S1, related to Figure 1. 

This figure shows that PTEN regulates cell packing independently of its roles in cell growth 

and polarization. It includes PI3K overexpression inducing a phenotype similar to pten, 

genetic epistatic experiments showing that the pten phenotype is not due to Akt over-

activation, statistical analysis of apical cell sizes showing no effect of pten before 30 hAPF 

and that Rheb-induced overgrowth does not cause cell packing defects. This figure also 

includes images showing that loss of PTEN does not affect apical-basal polarity and that its 

packing phenotype is independent of Baz function.  

  

Figure S2, related to Figure 2. 

This figure shows essential results of the cellular network model and the fitting graphs used to 

determine the range of values of side parameters in wt and pten tissues. It also shows that only 

the junctions of the pten cells exhibit the short-junctions phenotype, regardless of the clone 

size. 

 

Figure S3, related to Figure 3. 
This figure shows that pten packing defects arise concomitantly to cell rearrangements, and 

independently of cell proliferation delay. It also illustrates how cell rearrangements were 

counted. Finally, it helps to show that short time variations in MyosinII intensity at junctions 

precede variations of their lengths, ruling out a passive dilution of MyosinII upon junction 

elongation. 

 

Figure S4, related to Figure 4. 
This figure shows the increase of PIP3 in the pten tissue. It also demonstrates that loss of Rok 

reduced MyoII cortical distribution in wt and pten contexts. Finally, it shows that final 

simulated cellular packings do not depend on the genotype of the tissue image used as initial 

state of the simulations.   

 

Movie S1, related to Figure 3. 

This movie shows that the differences between wt and pten cell patterns increase over time.  

 

Movie S2, related to Figure 3. 

This movie illustrates typical cell rearrangements in wt (A) and pten (B) tissue as well as how 

they were scored in our study. It also illustrates how MyoII transiently accumulates at the 

shortening and elongating junctions during cell rearrangements in wt tissue (C) but remains 

accumulated at the short junctions after cell rearrangements in pten tissue (D). 

 

Movie S3, related to Figure 4. 



This movie illustrates the evolution of two computer simulations of wt and pten tissues 

showing that the maintenance of high cortical tension is sufficient to account for the pten 

packing phenotype.   

 

Extended Experimental Procedures 

This section includes the additional experimental procedures used in the paper: 

- Numerical simulations. 

- Analysis of temporal correlation between MyosinII-GFP intensity and junction length. 

- Quantitative analysis of wing morphogenesis. 

- Quantitative analysis of PCP organization in the wing. 

- Theoretical model of ordered cellular packing. 

 

Supplemental References 

This section includes all the references cited in the supplemental information. 
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Supplemental Information 

 

1 - Supplemental Figure and Legends 

 
Figure S1, related to Figure 1: pten cell packing phenotype is not due to a cell growth or cell 

polarity defect.  

 (A-B) Confocal image (A) and segmented image (A') of a clone of cells overexpressing the catalytic 

subunit of PI3K (dp110). Overexpressing cells are labeled by mRFP expression (magenta in A) and 

clone boundary is outlined by a white line (A-A'). Cell apical junctions are outlined with armadillo-

GFP (arm-GFP, green in A). Short sides (< 0.5 x average length) are in magenta (A'). (B) Histogram 

of the junction length distribution normalized by average length of wt, pten1 and overexpressing PI3K 

(PI3Kover) cells. PI3Kover: 19 clones on 2 wings, 1149 sides; wt tissue surrounding the PI3K 

overexpressing clones on 2 wings, 2190 sides. pten1: 8 clones in 3 wings, 4329 sides.  

(C-G) The activation of the Akt kinase depends on its membrane recruitment driven by the interaction 

of its PH domain with PIP3 (Chalhoub and Baker, 2009). Akt overactivation is thought to be 

responsible for most of the adverse effects of PTEN loss of function both in cancer and animal model 

(Stocker et al., 2002). Accordingly, lethality and defects in apical surface formation in Drosophila 

rhabdomere caused by the loss of PTEN function are rescued by reducing the binding of Akt to PIP3 
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via a specific akt1/akt3 allelic combination (Pinal et al., 2006; Stocker et al., 2002). We therefore 

examined cell packing in double akt1/akt3, pten mutant flies to determine whether the loss of PTEN 

function triggers defects in cell packing by over-activating Akt. (C-F) Confocal images of E-cadherin 

staining at 30h APF in wt (C) tissue, akt1/akt3 mutant tissue (D), pten117 mutant clone (E) and double 

akt1/akt3, pten117 mutant tissues (F). (G) Histogram of the junction length distributions normalized by 

average length in wt tissue, akt1/akt3 mutant tissue, pten117 mutant clone and double akt1/akt3, pten117 

mutant tissue. As previously reported (Stocker et al., 2002), we observed a rescue of lethality and 

animal size in akt1/akt3, pten117 double mutant combination, yet single pten117 tissue (E) and double 

akt1/akt3, pten117 tissue (F) were characterized by similar cell packing defects and side length 

distribution (G). Hence, reduction of Akt function did not rescue the PTEN loss of function packing 

defects, establishing that PTEN packing defects are not a consequence of Akt overactivation and 

overgrowth. wt: 3 wings, 6955 sides, pten117: 3 wings, 4329 sides; akt1/akt3: 1 wing, 4339 sides; 

akt1/akt3, pten117: 2 wings, 6046 sides.   

(H-K')  Apical size areas of pten cells and surrounding control cells at 20 hAPF, 24 hAPF, 30 hAPF 

and 36h APF. For each time-point, typical segmented images are shown (H-K), where the area of each 

cell is indicated by colors, ranging linearly from dark purple for largest cells (area > 25 µm²) to dark 

green for smallest cells (area < 5 µm²). The right panels (H'-K') show the histogram of the distribution 

of the cell area normalized by their average in pten (red) and the surrounding wt (blue) tissues. No 

significant difference (p>0.05) in apical size area distribution are observed at 20h (H-H'), 24h (I, I') 

and 30h APF (J, J') between control and pten1 cells.  At 36h APF (K-K’), after the final cell packing 

is reached,  pten cells are significantly larger than their wt control (p<10-10). This is consistent with 

previous report showing bigger pten cells in adult wings (Goberdhan et al., 1999). 20h APF : 4 clones 

on 3 wings, wt : 640 cells, pten : 579 cells. 24h APF : 3 clones on 2 wings, wt : 873 cells, pten : 700 

cells. 30h APF : 4 clones on 3 wings, wt : 1117 cells, pten : 753 cells. 36h APF : 6 clones on 3 wings, 

wt : 1247 cells, pten : 600 cells. 

(L-Q) Rheb is a downstream effector of PTEN in the cell growth pathway involving TSC1/2 (Patel et 

al., 2003). Its overexpression in the posterior compartment of the wing induces an overgrowth similar 

to the one of pten loss of function (L-N), but not packing defect (O-Q).  Rheb and ptenRNAi were both 

expressed using the engrailed Gal4 driver (en>Rheb and en> ptenRNAi, respectively). Overlay of wt 

(red in L, M), Rheb overexpressing (blue in L,N) and ptenRNAi (blue in M; red in N) adult wing. (O-P') 

Confocal images (O-P) and segmented images (O'-P') of regions of cells either control (O-O') or 

overexpressing Rheb (P-P'). E-cad staining outlines cell apical junctions (grey in O-P), and was 

skeletonized to obtain panels O' and P' (short sides (< 0.5 x average length) are shown in magenta). 

(Q) Histogram of the junction lengths distributions normalized by average length: wt (blue), pten1 

(dotted red) and overexpression of Rheb (orange). 

(R-W’) Confocal in sections in xy plane of wing interveins at 30h APF with pten1 mutant clones 

marked by the absence of GFP (blue in R and U), outlined in white (R-W). The corresponding xz 
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apical-basal sections along the dashed lines (R, U) are shown below (R'-W'); vertical white lines 

indicate clone boundaries (left wt tissue; right pten tissue). (R-T') Localization of the apical marker E-

cadherin (E-cad green in R-R'; gray in  S-S') and basal marker Fasciclin III (Fas III red in R-R'; gray 

in T-T'). (U-W') Localization of the apical determinant Crumbs (Crb green in U-U'; gray in V-V') 

and basal determinant Discs-large (Dlg red in U-U'; gray in W, W'). None of these markers as well as 

Baz and aPKC (not shown) see their position shifted along the z-axis in pten compared to wt tissue 

(R'-T', U'-W').  

(X-Y''') Confocal images (X-X'' and Y-Y'') and segmented images (X''', Y''') of baz mutant clones 

within either a wt tissue (wt, X-X''') or a tissue expressing a RNAi against pten (pten, Y-Y'''). Clones 

were identified by the absence of cytoplasmic GFP (not shown) and of Baz staining (green in X, Y; 

gray in X', Y') and are shown by a white outline (X-Y'''). Cell apical contours were labeled by E-cad 

staining (red in X, Y; gray in X'', Y''). Short sides (< 0.5 x average length) in magenta (X''', Y'''). 

Loss of Baz function did not affect the honeycomb-like pattern (X-X'''). Loss of Baz function in a 

ptenRNAi tissue did not prevent cells from forming cobblestone-like patterns (Y'') and short junctions 

(Y'''). (Z) Histogram of the junction length distributions normalized by average length in wt tissue and 

in ptenRNAi, bazXi106 or double ptenRNAi, bazXi106, mutant tissues. The side length distributions in wt and 

pten tissues were unaffected by the loss of Baz function. wt: 342 sides; bazXi106: 178 sides; ptenRNAi: 

n=828 sides; ptenRNAi, bazXi106: 389 sides.  
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Figure S2, related to Figure 2: Cellular patterns with homogeneous/heterogeneous side 

properties and inference of theoretical model parameters: only junctions involving pten cells 

remain short, regardless of the size of the clone.  

 (A-C) Energy landscape eΔ  as a function of asymmetry parameters ( , )α ε  [eq.(0)] and representation 

of cellular patterns corresponding to energy minimum for different side parameters triplets ( ), ,α ελ λ λ .  

(A) Homogeneous case at low side parameter ( )Ho pεαλ λ λ λ= = <= : the energy minimum is unique 

and corresponds to a honeycomb pattern with 0γ > .  

(B) Homogeneous case at high side parameter ( )Ho pεαλ λ λ λ= = >= : the honeycomb pattern now 

corresponds to a local maximum surrounded by a valley of minima. All configurations in the valley 

thus have same energy (degenerate), and 0γ = . We represent two configurations corresponding to 

two different minima in the valley (cyan and green arrows).  

(C) Heterogeneous case. One side (in red) has lower side parameter (case 2: )2.6 ; 2.1α ελ λ λ= = = . 

The energy minimum is unique, and at mechanical equilibrium, this side is shorter and under higher 

tension. This pattern is exactly the same as the second minima presented in B (green arrow) and is 

similar to local arrangements in pten tissue (in orange in Figure 1B).  

(D) Determination of side parameter experimental value in wt tissue by a linear fit to 1
2 ( )i jp p+  vs. 

o
ijv  data points [eq. (0)]. The fit procedure yielded the characteristic time τ , mean side parameter oλ〈 〉  

value and dispersion around this value 
oλσ . Here we plotted the best fit line with its dispersion domain 

(
oλσ± ) (in blue), and experimental data points for ablated side lengths within the range 1.2WT WT

ll σ〈 〉 ±  

(blue circles).  
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(E) Determination of side parameter in pten tissue using the same fit procedure as in wt (D). This 

yielded the characteristic time τ , the two mean side parameter values ,L Sλ λ〈 〉 〈 〉 and dispersions 

around these values ,
L Sλ λσ σ for long and short sides, respectively. Here we plotted the best fit lines 

with their dispersion domains, and data points for ablated side lengths within the range 

1.2pten pte
L L

nl σ〈 ±〉  and 3pten pte
S S

nl σ±〈 〉  (in red and crimson, respectively). 

(F-I) Typical images of small wt clones in wings mostly mutant for pten (F-G), and small clones 

mutant for pten in wings mostly wt (H-I). Clone boundaries are depicted by a white line (F-I), and by 

the absence of GFP (green in F, H). E-cad staining outlines cell apical junctions (red in F, G, H, I), 

and yielded segmented images F' and H' [Short sides (< 0.5 x average length) are shown in magenta]. 

MyoII (green in G,I) distribution is homogenous in small wt tissue region (G) surrounded by large 

pten mutant domains, where MyoII distribution is heterogeneous (G, arrows).  MyoII   distribution is 

heterogeneous in small pten clones (I, arrows) and not in the surrounding wt tissue (I).  

(J) Histogram of the junction lengths, normalized by the average length, of small clones mutant for 

pten (red dashed line) in wings mostly wt (blue dashed line), and small wt clones (blue solid line) in 

wings mostly mutant for pten (red solid line). Small pten clones: 26 clones in 3 wings, average cell 

number: 22 cells (from 6 to 50), 1162 sides. Surrounding wt:  3680 sides. Small wt clones : 69 clones 

on 4 wings, average cell number : 10 cells (from 2 to 40), 812 sides. Surrounding pten: 3602 sides. 

(K) Histogram of the junction lengths, normalized by the average length, of junctions at the border 

between wt and pten1 mutant tissues. We separately quantified the distribution of the junctions 

between pten1 and wt cells (purple line). To check for non-autonomous effects, we also quantified the 

junctions between the wt cells touching pten1 cells and their wt neighbors (blue dotted line), as well as 

the junctions between the pten1 cells touching wt cells and their pten1 neighbors (red dotted line). For 

comparison, distributions of junction between wt cells (blue dashed lines) and between pten cells (red 

dashed lines) are shown. Quantifications were performed on the same material as for pten1 in figure 

1F.  
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Figure S3, related to Figure 3: Loss of pten phenotype is associated with cell rearrangement 

defects - Temporal correlative analysis of reference functions 

(A-F) Images extracted from time-lapse experiments, where apical cell junctions were marked by E-

cad-GFP. Expression of the pten RNAi was induced 24 h before pupa formation in the posterior part 

of the wing using the engrailed-Gal4 driver. Typical anterior wt (A-C) and posterior pten (D-F) 

regions are shown at 20 hAPF (A, D), 24 hAPF (B, E) and 28 hAPF (C, F). Although no obvious 

difference could be seen at 20 hAPF (compare A and D), the wt and pten cell packings appeared 

slightly different at 24 hAPF (compare B and E) and strikingly different at 28 hAPF (compare C and 

F).  

(G-I) Histograms of junction length distributions of wt and pten regions in the same wings at 20, 24 

and 28 hAPF. Histogram values were averaged over 5 time points around the indicated time [bars 
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represent dispersion (sd)]. The difference between wt and pten junction length distributions increased 

from 20 to 28 hAPF. 

(J) Graph showing the proportion of short sides (<0.5 x average length), the mitosis and apoptosis 

rates from 19 to 29 hAPF in wt and pten tissues. The proportion of short junctions was measured on 

four partially overlapping E-Cad time-lapse movies and represented by circles, squares, triangles and 

diamonds, respectively (blue, wt anterior compartments; red, ptenRNAi posterior compartments). Linear 

fits of the proportions of short sides show general tendencies, namely an almost constant proportion of 

short sides in pten tissue, while in wt tissue this proportion decreases as the tissue adopts a 

honeycomb-like packing. The rates of apoptosis (dotted lines) and mitosis (dashed lines) measured in 

the same movies were averaged over 9 time points (blue, wt anterior compartments; red, ptenRNAi 

posterior compartments). For each time point of each movie, 200 < n < 500 sides.  

(K) Table of the division rate after 23h APF in two wt anterior compartments and two posterior 

compartments expressing an RNAi against pten under the control of the engrailed driver. Although 

very few mitosis take place at this time, a slight delay in the termination of mitosis is found between 

the posterior compartments and anterior compartments (p=4 10-4). The rate of mitosis in the wt and 

ptenRNAi posterior compartments are similar (p=0.31) showing that PTEN loss of function does not 

affect the division rate between 23 and 30 hAPF. 

 (L-M) Images extracted from time-lapse experiments, where apical cell junctions were marked by E-

cad-GFP in wt (L) and pten (M) tissues. Four cells involved in a cell rearrangement are labeled in 

brown (adjacent cells at 23h00 APF) and green (non-adjacent cells at 23h00 APF) in wt (L) or pten 

(M) tissues. Cell rearrangements bring the green cells in contact, leading to the formation of new cell 

junctions (at 27h07 APF in E; at 24h16 APF in F). Junctions that are remodeled during the tracked 

rearrangement are pointed out by two arrowheads, which color matches the one of the touching cells 

(green or orange). In the wt tissue, the newly-formed junction regrew and was stable after 

rearrangement (L). In contrast, the pten cells never regrew a long junction, but instead kept 

rearranging, giving rise to short junctions and cobblestone patterns (M).   

(N-N’) Example of temporal correlative analysis of two offset sines. (N) Plotted functions are 

( ) sinF t tω=  (gray) and o o( ) sin ( ) ( )G t t F tω τ τ= + = +  (blue), with max4 Tω π=  where  max 600 sT =  

is the time of imaging, and temporal offset o 50 sτ =  (indicated in red). G is in advance on F by 

o 50 sτ = , since G has the value at time t  that F will only reach at ot tτ+ > . The area between the 

two curves is highlighted in light gray. (N’) The delay function M(τ) of two functions ( )F t  and ( )G t  

aims at determining the time delay τ  in interval [ ]max max,T T−  that corresponds to the best match 

between ( )F t  and ( )G t τ+ , namely the delay τ  that minimizes the area between ( )F t  and ( )G t τ+  

curves (see Extended Experimental Procedures). Taking functions F  and G  given in (N) as example, 

M(τ) reaches maximum M*=0.91 when this area in minimum, which occurs here for the optimal time 
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delay o* 50 sτ τ= − = − . Indeed, the two curves then perfectly overlap since 

o( *) ( *) ( )G t F t F tτ τ τ+ = + + = . Dashed red line corresponds to a threshold indicating the absence of 

correlation between F  and G  (see O-O').  

(O-O’) Temporal correlative analysis performed on two uncorrelated functions F  and G  taking 

random values in the respective domains [ ]0.38,0.38−  and [ ]0.26,0.26−  that correspond to the 

average domains of variations of dimensionless length and MyoII intensity measured in our 8 

experiments, respectively (O). In such cases, M(τ) does not display any noticeable peak, resulting in 

large uncertainty in the determination of the optimal time delay *τ  (O’). The analysis of 1000 

simulated couples ( , )F G  of such uncorrelated functions yielded as expected strong variations around 

the mean  *τ〈 〉  (O’).  We found M* 0.32 0.01〈 〉 = ±  and thus took Mrand = 0.33 (dashed red line) to 

define a threshold on M* below which F  and G  were considered not correlated. 
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Figure S4, related to Figure 4:  Maintenance of cortical tension during cell rearrangements is 

necessary and sufficient to explain the pten packing phenotype. 

 (A) Box plot of the PH(PIP3)-GFP signal in wt and ptenRNAi tissues (p<10-10, t-student test). 

 (B) Confocal images of rok2 clones in ptenRNAi (right panels) or a wt tissue (left panels). Clones 

boundaries were identified by the absence of nuclear mRFP (blue in upper panels) and are outlined by 

white lines. Cells apical contours were labeled by E-cad staining (red in upper panels) and MyoII was 

revealed by the localization of the GFP fusion Myo-GFP (green in upper panels; gray in lower panels). 

In wt and in ptenRNAi tissue, loss of Rok function led to an important decrease in MyoII-GFP staining.  

(C) Histograms of junction length distributions in wt cells and in ptenRNAi, rok2 and double 

ptenRNAi,rok2 cells. Quantifications were performed on wt: 897 sides; ptenRNAi: 1669 sides; rok2: 185 

sides; ptenRNAi,rok2: 299 sides. 

(D-F’’’) Numerical simulations based on the cellular Potts model of wt and pten tissues. 
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(D) Segmented experimental image of pten tissue at 24 hAPF used as initial state of both simulations 

using parameters of wt (blue arrow) and pten (red arrow). 

(E-E’’’) Typical final state of simulations run with wt parameters resulting in a honeycomb-like 

packing (E) and displaying very few short junctions (E’), a small disorder in number of neighbors 

(E’’) and a low junction length heterogeneity (E’’’). 

(F-F’’’) Typical final state of simulations run with pten parameters resulting in a packing displaying 

cobblestone (orange) and rosette (yellow) patterns (F), and many short junctions (F’), a large disorder 

of number of neighbors (F’’) and a large junction length heterogeneity (F’’’). 

Scale bars = 5 µm.  
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2 - Supplemental Movie Legends 

 

Movie S1, related to Figure 3: Differences between wt and pten cell packings increase over 

time  

Two extracts of one time-lapse movie where apical cell outlines are marked by E-cad-GFP, showing 

anterior wt (upper left panel) and posterior pten (lower left panel), from 20 to 31 hAPF at 29°C. Some 

cobblestone (orange) and rosette (yellow) patterns are highlighted in last image. The right panel shows 

the histograms of the junction length distributions in wt (blue) and pten (red) tissues, taking into 

account 4 partially overlapping films. The pten and wt distributions become statistically different from 

22 hAPF onwards (p<0.01). Histogram values were averaged over 5 timepoints around the indicated 

time [bars represent dispersion (sd)]. n > 400 sides per timepoint per genotype.  

 

Movie S2, related to Figure 3: Cell rearrangements and MyoII accumulation in wt and pten 

tissues  

(A) Typical cell rearrangements in wt. Close-up on four cells of a time-lapse movie where apical cell 

outlines are marked by the E-cad-GFP in the anterior wt compartment, from 23 to 29 hAPF at 29°C. 

This illustrates how cell rearrangements were scored and shows how a junction regrows after a 

neighbor exchange in wt tissue.  

(B) Typical cell rearrangements in pten. Close-up on four cells of a time-lapse movie where apical cell 

outlines are marked by the fusion protein E-cad-GFP in the posterior pten compartment, from 23 to 29 

hAPF at 29°C. This illustrates how cell rearrangements were scored and shows how a junction, failing 

to regrow after a neighbor exchange, frequently vanishes via another cell rearrangement in pten tissue.  

(C) MyoII transiently accumulates at the shortening and elongating junctions during cell 

rearrangements in wt tissue. Extract of a time-lapse movie where the fusion proteins Baz:Cherry and 

MyoII-GFP are expressed in a wt wing at 25°C, from 25 to 30 hAPF. Two typical examples are 

highlighted, where shrinking junctions are marked with boxed brackets, 4-fold vertices with circles 

and resulting stable long junctions with parentheses.  

(D) MyoII steadily accumulates at the short junctions after cell rearrangements in pten tissue. Posterior 

compartment of a wing expressing a RNAi against pten, together with the Baz-Cherry and MyoII-GFP 

at 25°C, from 25 to 30 hAPF. Two typical examples are highlighted, where shrinking junctions are 

marked with boxed brackets, 4-fold vertices and very short sides that fail to regrow with circles.  

 

Movie S3, related to Figure 4: Numerical simulations of wt and pten wing tissues  

(A-B’’’) Simulations both starting from the same segmented experimental image of a wt tissue, run 

with wt parameters (A-A’’’) and pten parameters (B-B’’’). Cell sides wiggle because of fluctuations 

which amplitude is set in the simulations (Extended Experimental Procedures). These fluctuations 
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favor the exploration of energy landscape and the relaxation of the initial packing into a more stable 

cell packing with lower energy. Last images of the movie correspond to Figures 4N and 4O, 

respectively. (A’,B’) Evolution of short junctions during the simulations (l ≤ 0.5 in magenta, l > 0.5 

dark green). The last set of images correspond to Figures 4N’ and 4O’, respectively. (A’’,B’’) 

Evolution of the number of neighbors. Note that the number of cell rearrangements, which can be 

estimated by following the variation of the number of neighbors for each cell, is significantly higher in 

simulations run with pten parameters, as observed in actual wings. This is due to the fluctuations in the 

simulations that can allow transient existence of unstable sides, thereby mimicking the fluctuations in 

actual wings. Last images correspond to Figures 4N’’ and 4O’’, respectively. (A’’’,B’’’) Evolution of 

junction length heterogeneity. Last images correspond to Figures 4N’’’ and 4O’’’, respectively.  
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3 – Extended Experimental Procedures 

Fly stocks 

Stocks References 
pten1 Goberdhan et al., 1999 
pten117, akt1, akt3 Stocker et al., 2002 
rok2 Winter et al., 2001 
bazXi106 Muller and Wieschaus, 1996 
en-Gal4 Brand and Perrimon, 1993 
tub-Gal80ts McGuire et al., 2003 
hsflp; arm-GFP; act-FRT-Gal80-FRT-Gal4 gift of E. Martín-Blanco 
UAS-ptenRNAi TRiP line #JF01859 
UAS-dp110 Weinkove et al., 1999 
Ubi-cadh-GFP Oda and Tsukita, 2001 
cadh-cadh-GFP Huang et al., 2009 
sqh-sqh-GFP Royou et al., 2004 
Ubi-Baz-Cherry Bosveld et al., 2012 
GRP1-GFP Wartlick et al., 2011 
 
Additional information can be found at FlyBase (http://flybase.bio.indiana.edu/). 

Image treatments, quantification, intensity measurement and cell junction tracking. 

Raw fluorescence images were denoised (Kervrann and Boulanger, 2006) to increase signal to noise 

ratio, except for quantification of signal intensity. Because wings tend to be tilted, images were 

projected using a an automated Matlab program to project acquired z-stack of the wing tissue at the 

level of maximal apical E-Cad-GFP or Baz-Cherry signal (Bosveld et al., 2012). After projection, the 

different parts of the wing that have been filmed in different fields were stitched together using a 

customized version of the Fiji plug-in “Stitching”. After inter-image intensity equalization of these 

projected images, watershed was used to segment apical cell contours followed by extensive manual 

corrections. The different cell parameters (area, perimeter, number of neighbors,…) were measured 

from the resulting skeletons. Cell-cell junction lengths were measured by the distance between both 

vertices (chord length), and normalized by the average value of each tissue quantified, to enable 

comparison. 4-fold vertices are defined automatically by our segmentation program when a junction is 

below the resolution of the pixel (0.216 µm in our case). Statistical significance was assessed by 2χ  

test between wt internal control and pten tissue. To determine the intensity of markers within a given 

cell junction s , we first determined the pixels making up junction s  in skeletonized images, as well 

as all their nearest neighboring pixels and we defined raw
sI  as the mean fluorescence intensity 

calculated over these pixels. To be able to compare intensity heterogeneities of cells coming from 

different image parts or different images, we removed the background intensity bg
iI . It was defined as 

the average over the pixels neighboring the skeletonized sides within a radius of 4 pixels around each 
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junction pixel, from which we removed the pixels used to calculate the side intensity raw
sI . We defined 

side s  intensity as raw bg
ss iI I I= − . We defined the heterogeneity of junction length within cell i , l

iσ , 

as the standard deviation of cell i  junction lengths, normalized by the average side length in cell i , 

il〈 〉 : 

     
1/2

2

1

1 1 ( )
in

l
i s i

si i

l l
l n

σ
=

⎡ ⎤
= − 〈 〉⎢ ⎥〈 〉 ⎣ ⎦

∑  

where sl  is side s  chord length, and in  is the number of cell i  side lengths (or neighbors). Statistical 

significance was assessed by student t-test between wt internal control and pten tissue. Similarly, we 

defined the heterogeneity of side intensities within cell i , I
iσ , as the standard deviation of cell i  

junction intensities, normalized by the average side intensity in cell i , iI〈 〉 : 

     2

1

1/2
1 1 ( )

in
I

si i
sii

I
n

I
I

σ
=

⎡ ⎤
= 〈 〉⎢ ⎥〈 ⎣ ⎦

−
〉 ∑  

where sI  is the intensity of cell junction s .  

Cell rearrangements were scored either manually or automatically. For manual tracking, skeletons 

were superimposed onto projected images of a time-lapse movie expressing E-cad-GFP (Movie S2A-

B). Every junction on the first image was followed over time to manually count rearrangement events 

occurring to the successive junctions created between 4 (or more) cells. A new neighbor exchange was 

counted only when the program detected the creation of a new junction of 2 or more pixels, ignoring 

the 4-fold vertex if the junction regrew in the same direction as the old one. When quantifications were 

made in clones, only junctions created between cells of the same genotype were taken into account, 

excluding junctions at the boundary of the clone. For automated tracking a Matlab routine was 

developed. For each junction s analyzed, the relative intensity of Myo-GFP, Rok-GFP or GRP1:GFP 

was computed as the ratio between the junction intensity raw
sI  and the average intensity of the cell 

junctions lying in a square box of 40x40 pixels surrounding the junction of interest. 

Numerical simulations 

We used numerical simulations based on the cellular Potts model which is particularly relevant in 

biology to describe variable cell shape, size, packing and irregular fluctuating interfaces of cells 

(Glazier and Graner, 1993; Graner and Glazier, 1992; Kafer et al., 2007; Krieg et al., 2008; Marée et 

al., 2007; Mombach et al., 1995). Each cell is defined as a set of pixels, here on a 2D square lattice; 

their number defines cell area A. The pixelisation of the calculation lattice can be chosen to match the 

resolution of experimental images. A cell shape changes when one of its pixels is attributed to another 

cell instead. 
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We used periodic boundary conditions, with external medium surrounding cells (a state without 

adhesion or area and perimeter constraints). Our field of simulation was a rectangle of 325x475 pixels 

determined by the size of  the loaded experimental images, then cropped to a rectangle of 285x403 to 

cut out external medium from displayed movies. Initially, the whole field was filled with cells because 

segmented experimental images come from parts of wing interveins. Then, at first simulation step, all 

cells touching the field borders were removed and replaced by external medium. Throughout the 

simulation, cell shapes were relaxed to decrease the energy E [eq. (0)]. 

The algorithm to minimize E uses Monte Carlo sampling and the Metropolis algorithm, as follows. 

We randomly draw (without replacement) a lattice pixel and one of its eight neighboring pixels. If 

both pixels belong to different cells, we try to copy the state of the neighboring pixel to the first one. If 

the copying decreases E, we accept it, and if it increases E, we accept it with probability 

exp( )P E T= −Δ , where after beforeE E EΔ = − . The prefactor T is a fluctuation (random copying) 

allowance; it determines the extent of energy-increasing copy events, leading to membrane 

fluctuations (Kafer et al., 2007; Mombach et al., 1995). Because all energy parameters are scalable 

with T, we can fix it without loss of generality; for numerical convenience, we choose numbers on the 

order of 103. We define one Monte Carlo time step (MCS) as the number of random drawings equal to 

the number of lattice pixels. These simulations enable to find a state of mechanical equilibrium of a 

group of cells that relaxes from an initial configuration of higher energy (they do not necessarily 

accurately describe the actual tissue dynamics leading to this equilibrium state). 

We ran simulations during 3000 MCS to reach a shape that no longer evolves, that is, in mechanical 

equilibrium where stresses are balanced. To better explore the energy landscape, simulations were run 

at T=104 for 2000 MCS, then annealing was performed during 750 MCS, linearly decreasing T down 

to T = 2 103. To avoid possible effects of lattice anisotropy on cell shapes, we computed P and ΔE by 

including interactions up to the 20 next-nearest neighbors (Holm et al., 1991; Kafer et al., 2007). All 

perimeters indicated here were corrected by a suitable prefactor 11.3 to ensure that a circle with an 

area of A pixels has a perimeter 2 Aπ  (Kafer et al., 2007). Except for Λ values that are different in 

wt and pten, all simulations were run using the same other parameters that follow:

400, 1, 10oA K= = Χ = [eq. (0)]. Λ values were calculated from dimensionless λij value using its 

definition 1/22ij o ijKA λΛ = − . For any cell i in contact with the medium for both wt and pten, we used 

medium, 1iλ = − , thus making the interaction cell-medium very unfavorable and preventing the presence 

of medium between cells. For neighboring cells ij, we used the values determined from data fit of laser 

ablation experiments (Figure S2D-E), namely 2.3ij oλ λ= =  for wt; 1.8ij Sλ λ= =  and 2.9ij Lλ λ= =  

for pten. 
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Analysis of temporal correlation between MyosinII-GFP intensity and junction length. 

To study the correlation between MyoII-GFP intensity and junction length, we filmed a wt wing 

expressing MyoII-GFP at high temporal resolution (12 frames min-1), during 10 minutes. We then 

picked 8 junctions that displayed significant changes of length during this period. For each junction 

and at each time point, we scored its vertex-to-vertex length and its intensity in MyoII-GFP (intensity 

averaged over all pixels of the junction). To be able to compare junction length with MyoII intensity, 

we renormalized each signal by its mean over the movie duration and subtracted its mean, therefore 

yielding dimensionless quantities with zero average (gray and green curves in Figure 3J). Because 

short junctions are associated with high MyoII intensity (anti-correlation), we flipped the MyoII signal 

(symmetry with respect to the time axis) to make easier the study of MyoII-length correlation. 

To study this correlation we defined a function M that introduces a time delay τ between two functions 

and calculates the area between their curves (Figure S3N). Thus, for any functions F(t) and G(t) 

defined on [ ]max0,T , we define the delay function M( )τ  as: 

 

( )

max

max

max

2

0

( ) ( )
M( ) 1

( ) ( )

T

T
T

dt F t G t

dt F t G t

τ
τ −

− +
= −

+

∫

∫
 

with [ ]max max in ,T Tτ − 1. Here the denominator ensures that M( )τ  reaches 0 on the domain boundaries 

when ( )F t  and ( )G t τ+  do not overlap at all. This function is more robust to the noise than the 

classical correlation function using the product ( ) ( )F t G t τ+  (not shown). M verifies 0 M( ) 1τ< <  

and reaches a maximum M* when the area between ( )F t  and ( )G t τ+  is minimal, namely for the 

time delay τ* corresponding to the best match between the variations of the two curves (Fig. S3N’).  

For each junction analyzed, we used M to determine the time delay corresponding to the best match 

between junction length (L) and flipped MyoII intensity (Fig. 3K). Because both L and MyoII are 

noisy, M( )τ  was smoothed by averaging over a sliding window of 5 time points to make the 

determination of its maximum M*  and the corresponding time delay *τ  more robust to noise. 

To assess the L-MyoII temporal correlation, we studied the best match between two uncorrelated 

functions taking random values in the domains [ ]0.38,0.38−  and [ ]0.26,0.26−  that correspond to the 

                                                      
1Note that t τ+  belongs to [ ]max max, 2T T−  and definitions of functions F and G must be extended to this domain. 

Calling F  and G  their extensions: 

[ ]max( ),  in 0,
( )

0,         elsewhere
F t t T

F t =   [ ]max( ),  in ,
( )

0,                   elsewhere
G t t T

G t
τ τ τ

τ
+ − − +

+ =  
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average variations of dimensionless length and MyoII intensity measured in our 8 experiments, 

respectively (Fig. S3O). In such cases, M(τ) does not display noticeable peaks resulting in large 

variations of *τ  values (Fig. S3O’). The analysis of 1000 simulated couples of such uncorrelated 

functions yielded an average * 1 24 sτ〈 〉 = − ± , with strong variations around the mean, as expected 

(Fig. S3O’). As for M maxima, we found M* 0.32 0.01〈 〉 = ± . We used this result to define the time 

correlation threshold rand 3M 0.3= , and considered that for randM* M< , two functions were not 

correlated (dashed red lines in Fig. 3K, S3N’,O’). 

Because some of the MyoII(t) and L(t) curves displayed some repeated patterns, on each analyzed 

junction, we performed an auto-analysis of both length and MyoII curves in order to avoid the 

determination of time delays corresponding to correlations with a wrong pattern. The smallest value 

obtained was 85s, and in the following we therefore only considered the maxima of M corresponding 

to a time delay τ in the range [ ]85s,85s− . 

Applying the correlation criterion rand(M* M )> , we found that 7 out of the 8 analyzed junctions 

displayed a correlation between L and MyoII (one shown in Fig. 3J). We calculated the average time 

delay over these 7 junctions and found * 9 7 sτ〈 〉 = − ± , that is significantly negative (p=0.01, one 

sample left-tailed t-test) (Fig. 3K). Note that we found * 0τ <  for 6 out these 7 junctions, the only 

positive value being * 0.5 sτ = . 

Finally, to assess the influence of the smoothing of M and the robustness our time delay determination, 

we changed the number of points used for smoothing M from 5 to 1, 3, and 7. Averaging the *τ〈 〉  

values obtained in these different cases, we found smooth* 9 1 sτ〈〈 〉〉 = − ± , where the standard deviation 

of 1s reflects the weak sensitivity of our method to the choice of smoothing that leaves the results 

unchanged. 

Quantitative analysis of wing morphogenesis. 

To characterize tissue shape changes in the wing, as well as the underlying cell dynamics in term of 

cell shape changes and cell rearrangements, we applied a multi-scale formalism that has been validated 

on foam dynamics (Graner et al., 2008), and that we generalized more recently to study the 

morphogenesis of living tissues (Bosveld et al., 2012, Figure 5A-A”). This formalism is based on a 

matrix called the “texture” that is built with the links connecting each cell center to the centers of its 

neighbors. The texture of a single cell i reads: 
1
2i ij ij

j
M mω= ∑  
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where j labels each neighbor of cell i, the vector ( , )ij ij ijl X Y=  is the link between the centers of cells i 

and j, the factor 1/2 avoids counting twice each link, the weight ijω  is 1 for all normal links and 1/2 

for the few links belonging to a 4-fold vertex, and ijm  is the tensor (or outer) product of ijl by itself: 

2

2
ij ij ij

ij ij ij
ij ij ij

X X Y
m l l

Y X Y
⎛ ⎞

= ⊗ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

By storing the information of link lengths and angles for each cell, the texture characterizes cell size 

and the amplitude and direction of its anisotropy, namely its shape, and is expressed in µm² (Graner et 

al., 2008, Bosveld et al., 2012). Now considering a box delimiting a part of the tissue and the group of 

cells having their centers within this box at time t, the total texture M of this group of cells reads (Eq. 6 

of ref. Graner et al., 2008):  
1
2t) t)( ( ij ij

i i j
iM M mω= =∑ ∑ ∑  

The cumulative variation of texture over the time period of measurements T in this box is 

(t T) M(t)M MΔ = + − . Cell shape changes in the box are characterized by the rate of texture variation, 

ΔM/T, and expressed in μm² min−1 (Figure 5A, Eq. C3 in ref. Graner et al., 2008). Cell shape changes 

are thus measured as matrices, in order to retain information regarding their direction and anisotropy, 

which is relevant to characterize contributions to tissue shape changes. In what follows we do not use 

their trace that is related to changes in cell sizes. Cell shape changes are represented as cyan bars along 

the direction of cell contractions (Figure 5A-A”). 

Cell rearrangements were also directly measured as matrices in the same formalism and expressed in 

the same units, namely μm² min−1 (Eq. 11 of ref. Graner et al., 2008). They quantify the topological 

changes in the plane of the epithelium.( Figure 5A’) At time t, we listed cells i having their centers in 

the box in two successive images t, t+δt and that did not divide during δt. The total cell rearrangement 

rate of these cells was measured as R(T)/T where R(T) was the sum of cell rearrangements at each 

time interval δt, defined as follows: 

1
2( )

l l g g

l g

ij ij ij ij
i j j

R t m mδ ω ω
⎛ ⎞

= − − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑ ∑  

Here the sums are taken on links lij  which are lost during δt, i.e. cells which were neighbors of i at t 

but no longer at t + δt: they contribute negatively. Similarly, links gij  which are gained during δt, that 

is, cells which become neighbors of i at t + δt contribute positively. They are represented as red bars 

along the direction of gained center-center links, thus in the direction of new neighbors or lost cell-cell 

junctions (Figure 5A-A”). This direction corresponds to a local contraction of the tissue (Figure 5A’). 

It is important to note that if two cells transiently lose their junction, then regain it, their link 

disappears then re-appears, and the total contribution of such back-and-forth rearrangements to the cell 
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rearrangement matrix R is close to zero, as it should be. When a four-fold vertex was detected during a 

rearrangement, the corresponding links were counted with a weight 1 / 2ω =  so that the total 

contribution of the corresponding cell rearrangement was independent of the detection or definition of 

a four-fold vertex. 

Tissue shape changes are given by cell geometrical changes (Graner et al., 2008; Marmottant et al., 

2008) and were also directly measured as matrices in the same formalism and the same units (μm² 

min−1) (Eq. 10 of ref. Graner et al., 2008). At time t, we listed cells i having their centers in the box in 

two successive images t, t+δt and that did not divide during δt. The total rate of geometric changes of 

these cells was measured as B(T)/T where B(T) was the sum of geometrical changes at each time 

interval δt, defined as follows: 

1
2( )

c c

c

ij ij
i j

B t mδ ω δ=∑ ∑   with  ( ) ( )
c c cij ij ijt tm m m tδδ = + −  

Here the sums are taken on links cj  which are conserved during δt, i.e. cells that were neighbors of i 

both at t and at t + δt. They are represented as blue bars along the direction of tissue contraction 

(Figure 5A-A”). When tissue shape changes mostly occur through cell rearrangements and cell shape 

changes with negligible contributions of divisions, apoptoses or flux of cells, the balance on links 

yields (Graner et al., 2008): 

B M R≈ Δ +  

which is relevant to our study of morphogenesis in the wing between 24 and 29 hAPF. Thus, figure 

5A-a’ illustrate how the tissue can achieve the same contraction-extension by pure cell shape changes 

(5A), or by pure cell rearrangements (5A’), or how these two processes can cancel out to result in no 

local change of tissue shape (5A”). 

We applied this formalism to study the morphogenesis of the wing and the influence of pten loss of 

function. We segmented 2 wt and 2 pten movies and performed our quantitative analysis on each 

movie in the time-interval 24-29 hAPF. Movies were realigned with resepect to the L3 vein. The 

analyzed regions were defined by 3 identical square boxes (54x54 µm²) spanning the intervein width 

and located at d=40 µm from the posterior cross vein (Figure 5B). The registration in time and space 

of the different movies enabled to define the ensemble average over N movies of the wing of a 

quantity Q calculated in the box b at time t and for the genotype g, thus providing a better signal to 

noise ratio (Bosveld et al., 2012): 

1( , ) ( , , )
N

g g
n

Q b t Q b t n
N

= ∑  

Q can be B, R or ΔM. This also enables the definition of its standard deviation gQδ . Our level of 

detection at time t, ( )gQ tε , can be estimated by taking the average of ( , )gQ b tδ  over the locations b 

and over each components: 
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 ( )1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
3

xx xy yy
g g b g b g bQ t Q t Q t Q tε δ δ δ= 〈 〉 + 〈 〉 + 〈 〉  

  Since ( )gQ tε  reflects our detection level, ( , )gQ b t  was considered as significant if ( , )
gQ b tλ , 

positive eigenvalue of ( , )gQ b t , was larger than ( )gQ tε  and plotted as a color bar, or as a gray bar in 

the opposite case ( ( , ) ( )
gQ gb t Q tλ ε< ) (Bosveld et al., 2012, Figure 5C). 

This also enabled us to use our subtractive method (Bosveld et al., 2012) and calculate the local 

differences in cell rearrangements, cell shape changes and tissue contraction-extension in wt and 

mutant conditions, (red, cyan and blue bars in Figure 5C, respectively). This led to the determination 

of the specific contribution of PTEN to each of these processes (Figure 5C).  

Quantitative analysis of PCP organization in the wing. 

Characterization of planar cell polarity (PCP) in wt and pten wings was performed by analyzing the 

distribution of Strabismus (Stbm) intensity around the cortex of cells making up the wing interveins. 

To achieve this, we segmented 3 wt and 3 pten wings and scored the intensity of Stbm-YFP of each 

pixel around each segmented cells. At our resolution (0.2 µm/pixel), a width of 3 pixel along each 

segmented junction was sufficient to capture all the pixels displaying Stbm intensity at each junction 

without significantly brimming over the inside/outside of cells. To minimize the impact of intensity 

fluctuations in the image, the local background intensity was calculated around each junction over a 

width of 13 pixels along each junction (after having previously excluded the pixels corresponding to 

Stbm intensity) and subtracted from the intensity value at each pixel around each cell. At this point, 

we had for each cell the list of pixels of its extended contour (3-pixel width) and a value of the 

intensity (without background) at each of these pixels. 

To quantify the distribution of Stbm intensity around each cell cortex and across the wing, we 

developed and original approach based on the determination of the first two Fourier modes of the 

intensity around each cell cortex. Calling ( )I θ  the Stbm intensity at the cell cortex at the angle θ , we 

calculated: 

0
1 1 1( ) ; ( )cos( ), ( )sin( ), 1 2

2 n nA d I A d I n B d I n n
π π π

π π π

θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ
π π π− − −

= = = ≤ ≤∫ ∫ ∫  

The 0th mode gives the mean intensity around the cortex, the 1st mode can be represented by a vector 

pointing in a direction of strong intensity around the cortex, the 2nd mode can be represented by a 

tensor indicating an axis of strong intensity around the cell cortex and is particularly relevant to 

characterize PCP in a planar tissue. Practically, to calculate the modes ,n nA B , we divided each cell in 

18 equal angular domains of 20°. Then we calculated the mean intensity of the contour pixels in each 

domain, thereby enabling the calculation of the integrals giving ,n nA B . We found that in the wing the 
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1st mode of Stbm intensity was always much weaker than the two others. One can therefore 

approximate: 

0 2 2 0 2 2( ) cos2 sin 2 cos2( )I A A B I Iθ θ θ θ ϕ≈ + + = + −  

where we have introduced the Fourier modes in polar coordinates: 0 0A I= , 2 2 2cos2A I ϕ=  and 

2 2 2sin 2B I ϕ= . To easily characterize the Stbm distribution in the wing, we built a symmetric 

fluorescence tensor F that contains the all information on the 0th and 2nd modes: 

0 2 2

2 0 2

1
2

A A B
F

B A A
+⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠
   0 2

0 2

01
02

I I
F

I I
+⎛ ⎞
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where F  is the diagonalized version of F . 0Tr( )F A=  gives the average intensity. We can extract 

from F a traceless polarity tensor P that only depends on the 2nd Fourier mode: 

2 2

2 2

Tr( ) 1
2 2d

A BFP F I
B A

⎛ ⎞
= − = ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

   2

2

01
02
I

P
I

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

 

We used P ( P , once diagonalized) to identify and characterize a putative axis of strong intensity 

around the cell cortex by quantifying its amplitude and direction, which can be represented by a bar of 

length 2I  and making the angle 2ϕ  with the x axis (Figure 5E-G). This approach is therefore 

particularly relevant to characterize PCP in a planar tissue (Figure 5E-G). In the same way that we 

previously only considered the traceless parts of cell rearrangements (R), cell shape changes (ΔM) and 

tissue shape changes (B), we only considered P to characterize wing morphogenesis in this work. By 

having defined such a polarity tensor, we could therefore use the same powerful methods we used to 

characterize morphogenesis in the wing and perform the same operations: sums, averages over cells, 

over wings and subtractions (Figure 5H) 

Theoretical Model of Ordered Cellular Packing 

In this part, we briefly present the main results of the model we used and justify the assumptions we 

made. The periodic lattice description we use hereafter does not aim at describing the wing intervein 

as a whole, but more at understanding some of the ordered cellular patterns that can be observed at 

different locations in wing interveins, namely the honeycomb-like patterns observed in wt cell patches, 

and most interestingly, the cobblestone patterns in pten mutant tissue (in orange in Figure 1B). 

1) Theoretical Model of Cellular Packing 

1.1) General Model: energy of cellular packing and side tension 

To make this supplemental text easier to read, we re-derive in this subsection some results from 

published material using our own framework, pointing out what is most relevant to our study.  

Several epithelial cell packings in Drosophila embryo, pupal wing and retina have been successfully 

described by minimizing an energy that balances adhesion between cells and cortex contractility 
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(Aigouy et al., 2010; Farhadifar et al., 2007; Graner and Sawada, 1993; Kafer et al., 2007; Ouchi et al., 

2003; Rauzi et al., 2008; Staple et al., 2010): 

(0) 2 21 1
2 2

sides cells
( )o

ij ij i i i i i
ij i

E L K P A A⎡ ⎤= Λ + + Χ −⎣ ⎦∑ ∑   

The energy E  includes two types of quantities: (i) geometrical variables: iA  is the apical area of cell 

i  ( 1 to ,i N N=  being the total number of cells), iP  its apical perimeter, and ijL  the length of the 

apical side ij  that separates cell i  and cell j ; (ii) physical parameters: iK , o
iA  and iΧ  are all cell 

specific quantities; they model the cortical rigidity due to cell i  acto-myosin cortex ring at cell apical 

surface, cell i  preferred area, and the elastic modulus ensuring volume conservation of cell i , 

respectively. ijΛ  is the side specific line energy due to competition between adhesion (cadherins) and 

cortex contractility (acto-myosin) at side ij  (Lecuit and Lenne, 2007). The energy E  thus contains 

two terms in competition: (i) a linear term that tends to increase side length ijL  provided that 0ijΛ < , 

which is always verified in what follows (discussed in section 1.2); (ii) a quadratic term that tends to 

minimize perimeter iP  by rounding up cell i , and therefore tends to decrease the total contact length 

between cell i  and its neighbors. The area term 21
2 ( )o

i i iA AΧ −  ensures that area iA  remains close to 

the target area o
iA . 

Cells are assumed to be surrounded by a medium (that we consider as cell # 0 for convenience) that 

has no area or perimeter constraints, namely 0 0K =  and 0 0Χ = . With such a surrounding medium, 

periodic boundary conditions are trivially satisfied, and cell i  perimeter is the sum of sides shared 

with cells j  neighboring cell i  and reads: 

(0)      i ij
j

P L
〈 〉

=∑  

Under the assumption that the adopted cellular pattern corresponds to a minimum of energy E, which 

has been shown to be relevant to several different epithelial tissues (Aigouy et al., 2010; Farhadifar et 

al., 2007; Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008; Kafer et al., 2007; Rauzi et al., 2008; Staple et al., 2010), the actual 

line tension (or interfacial tension) ijT  of side ij  can be derived from the energy E and reads: 

(0) ij ij i i j j
ij

T E K P K P
L

∂= = Λ + +
∂

 

where / ijL∂ ∂  denotes derivation with respect to ijL  while keeping all areas and all other side lengths 

constant. Note that perimeters iP  and jP  must vary through such a transformation, and therefore both 

contribute to / ijE L∂ ∂  in eq.(0).  Accordingly, the actual line tension ijT  of side ij  is not solely due to 

line energy ijΛ , but also involves the cortical elastic contributions of both cells sharing this side. 
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Line tension ijT  is a measurable model-independent physical quantity. The force balance at each 

vertex v  implies that line tensions of all sides meeting at this vertex cancel out: 0
v

T =∑ . Therefore, 

possible line tension differences among sides that meet at vertices (referred to as heterogeneity of line 

tension hereafter) may have consequences on cellular arrangements. So far such consequences have 

been studied in the context of cell mixing involving a specific line tension at the interface of two cell 

populations (Landsberg et al., 2009), in cell elongation and orientation of divisions ( Mao et al., 2011), 

or as a mechanism driving cell intercalation (Rauzi et al., 2008). Here, we study the domain of 

existence and stability of the configurations of a cellular lattice with identical or different side lengths 

as we observe in wt and pten mutant tissues.  

The formalism presented here is general and can be significantly simplified to its essential ingredients 

required to capture the effect of heterogeneity of side physical properties on cell packing, and figure 

out whether it can account for the cobblestone patterns observed in pten tissue. 

1.2) Model simplification and side parameter λ  

Observation of wing intervein tissues show that they are made up by a single population of cells 

(similar aspect and apical size at the end of wing morphogenesis ~30 hAPF, Figure 1A). We therefore 

assume that cells have same cellular properties, namely iK K= , iΧ = Χ and o
i oA A= , which is 

commonly made (Farhadifar et al., 2007; Kafer et al., 2007; Staple et al., 2010). Moreover, because at 

this time of development we do not observe major differences in cell areas neither between cells from 

the same tissue (and consistently, no significant curvature of their sides), nor between cells from wt 

and pten tissues, we assume that cell adopt and keep their target area, namely that i oA A= , as done in 

refs. (Gemp et al., 2011; Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008; Rauzi et al., 2008). Accordingly, we drop the area 

term in eq. (0). oA  can be estimated from actual tissues by oA A= 〈 〉 . 

We now use cell target area oA and cortical rigidity K  to define dimensionless quantities independent 

of average cell size: the average energy per cell / 2 oe E NKA= , perimeters 1/2/i i op P A= , lengths 

1/2/ij ij ol L A= , line tensions 1/2/ 2ij ij oT K Aγ = , and most importantly, the ratios between line energy 

and cortical rigidity at each side ij , that we call the “side parameters” ijλ  which reads: 

(0) 1/22
ij

o
ij KA

λ
−Λ

=  

Note the minus sign in eq.(0) so that ijλ  is positive when existence of side ij  is favored ( 0)ijΛ < . The 

side parameter ijλ  increases with adhesion (i.e. increasing ijΛ ), decreases with side specific 

contractility (i.e. decreasing ijΛ ), and decreases with cell cortical rigidity (i.e. increasing K ). 
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Importantly, ijλ  does not depend on side length ijl . The dimensionless line tension at side ij  reads 

[eqs. (0) and (0)]: 

(0) 1
2 ( )ij i j ijp pγ λ= + −  

At the cell-medium interface, eq. (0) becomes: 1
0 02i i ipγ λ= − . The average dimensionless energy per 

cell e  simplifies to: 

(0) 21 1
4 2

cells

1
i ij ij

i j
e p l

N
λ

〈 〉

⎡ ⎤
= −⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑  

The side parameters ijλ  are the key parameters of the model: they represent the competition between 

adhesion and cortical contractility at each side ij, and both their sign and relative amplitude matter. In 

the following we only consider cases 0ijλ ≥  that favor the existence of all apical contact between 

cells. Finally, we take ij Hpλ ≤ , where 3/2 1/42 3 3.72Hp = ≈  is the normalized perimeter of the regular 

hexagon, which ensures that line tension remains positive in all sides. Indeed, since the regular 

hexagon is the shape with smallest dimensionless perimeter Hp  that tiles the plane (Hales, 2001), any 

cell shape of a periodic lattice verifies i Hp p≥ : using eq. (0) one gets 0Hi kj pγ λ≥ − ≥ . These two 

limits define the relevant physical range of side parameter values of our study: 

(0) 0 ij Hpλ≤ ≤  

Finally, in addition to displaying similar areas in wing intervein, groups of cells can also display very 

similar shapes (in orange in Figure 1B). To better understand how these local cobblestone shaped 

patterns can arise in these clusters, we now consider periodic lattices made by identical six-sided cells 

of perimeter p , but whose sides can nevertheless have different properties (Figure 2A inset). This 

makes the model analytically tractable. Such an ordered lattice can then only have three types of sides, 

each type having its specific line parameters , ,αλ λ λε , line tensions , ,αγ γ γ ε , and lengths , ,l l lα ε , 

respectively (blue, green, red in Figure 2A inset). The energy e  now becomes the actual energy per 

cell and reads: 

(0)     21
4 ( )e p l l lα α ε ελ λ λ= − + +  

Taking the “blue” side as reference and introducing the length ratios /l lαα =  and /l lε = ε , line 

tensions kγ , side parameters kλ , and cell perimeter p  read: 

(0)  k k
k

e p
l

γ λ∂= = −
∂

  1/22
k

k
oKA

λ −Λ=   2(1 )p lα ε= + +   

Using this expression of p , l  can be eliminated from eq. (0) in e : 

(0)   
2 2
p pe λ⎛ ⎞= − 〈 〉⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 with  
 1

α ελ αλ ελλ
α ε

+ +
〈 〉 =

+ +
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where λ〈 〉  is the average of the three side parameters weighted by their lengths. For what follows, it is 

convenient to subtract the energy of the honeycomb configuration He  corresponding to 1α ε= =  and 

Hp p=  with the same set of side parameters ( ), ,αλ λ λε , and define the energy difference: 

(0)   He e eΔ = −   with  
2 2 3
H H

H
p pe α ελ λ λ+ +⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 

that represents the energy gain of adopting the cellular arrangement corresponding to the energy 

minimum associated to side parameters ( ), ,α ελ λ λ  instead of the honeycomb pattern.   

2) Model predictions I: two alternative hypotheses for cobblestone patterns 

To determine the cellular configurations corresponding to a given set of side parameters ( ), ,α ελ λ λ , 

we use the force balance at each vertex, the area constraint, and achieve numerically the determination 

of the minima of energy e  (or equivalently eΔ ) with respect to ( , )α ε  (top of Figure S2A-C).  

2.1) Homogeneous limit: same side properties ( )oεαλ λ λ λ= = =  

In the simplest case where sides all have same physical properties, i.e. same side parameter value: 

oα ελ λ λ λ= = = , all sides have same line tension o opγ λ= −  [eq. (0)]. In this limit, one can show that 

there are two cases to consider according to oλ  values, whether it is greater or smaller than 

3/2 1/42 3 3.72Hp = ≈ , the dimensionless perimeter of a regular hexagon. 

• Low side parameter: 0 o Hpλ< <  

The energy landscape displays a single minimum for 1α ε= =  (Figure S2A top) and the cellular 

network adopts a honeycomb pattern similar to the cellular arrangement observed in wt tissue (Figure 

2A, S2A bottom). Perimeter reaches value Hp p=  and sides are under positive line tension [eq. (0)]: 

(0)      0H H opγ λ= − >  

• High side parameter: o Hpλ >  

Even though oλ  then lies outside our range of study [eq. (0)] it is worth considering this case in this 

homogeneous limit. The energy landscape drastically changes for o Hpλ >  since the honeycomb 

pattern corresponding to 1α ε= =  now becomes a local maximum of the energy and is surrounded by 

a valley of equivalent energy minima (Figure S2B top). All network configurations corresponding to 

these minima differ by the values taken by the geometrical parameters ( , , , , )l l lα ω θε  but they all share 

the same energy and are therefore degenerate. Two equivalent configurations are represented in 

bottoms of Figures S2B and S2C. Interestingly, for 4oλ ≈ , cellular networks can adopt cobblestone 

configurations, very similar to local patterns observed in pten tissue (Figure 2C, S2C case 1). One can 
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show that all these configurations are characterized by the same perimeter op λ= , and a vanishing 

side tension in every side [eq. (0)]: 

(0)      0o opγ λ= − =  

• Transition honeycomb-soft cobblestone 

By increasing the side parameter oλ  from Ho pλ <  to Ho pλ > , it is therefore possible to go from a 

tensed honeycomb pattern to a soft cobblestone patterns while having homogeneous side parameters 

(“homogeneous and 0γ = ” hypothesis). A variation of oλ  represents a displacement of the balance 

between cell adhesion and cortical rigidity: an increase of adhesion | |Λ , or equivalently, a decrease of 

cortical rigidity K  will both increase oλ . Therefore, these results suggest that the breaking of side 

length symmetry in pten tissue could either be due to a homogeneous increase of adhesion at all sides, 

or equivalently, to a decrease of cell cortical rigidity.  

2.2) General case: heterogeneity of side properties ( )α ελ λ λ≠ ≠  

Alternatively, the breaking of side length symmetry in pten wings may as well be a direct consequence 

of heterogeneity of side properties within cells, i.e. different side parameter values for each type of 

side: α ελ λ λ≠ ≠ . For kλ  values in our range of study [eq. (0)], the energy landscape displays a single 

minimum that does not correspond to a honeycomb packing [ ( , ) (1,1)α ε ≠ , Figure S2C top]. Under 

these assumptions we also found network arrangements displaying cobblestone configurations similar 

to parts of pten tissue (case 2 in Figures 2B, S2C).  

These patterns can look exactly similar to the one obtained in the homogeneous case (case 1 in Figures 

2B, S2C). However, it is important to note that they are fundamentally different for three reasons: (i) 

the cellular network is under tension:  the three types of sides experience strictly positive line tensions 

kγ ; (ii) each triplet of side heterogeneity ( , , )α ελ λ λ  has a unique minimum of energy e  and 

corresponds to a unique cellular pattern ; (iii) the side length heterogeneity directly comes from 

heterogeneous side parameter values and is not a spontaneous symmetry breaking. We refer to this 

case as the “heterogeneous and 0γ > ” hypothesis. 

Moreover, in such cobblestone patterns arising from heterogeneity of cell side parameters, the model 

predicts a decrease of the relative side length l  with increasing line tension γ . Indeed, for a given 

cellular network characterized by the triplet  (Figure S2C): 

(0)     α ελ λ λ> > ⇒
l l l

ε

ε

α

α

γ γ γ< <
> >

⎧
⎨
⎩
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The explicit relationship ( )l f γ=  cannot be obtained analytically in the general case, i.e. for any 

triplet ( , , )α ελ λ λ , because the determination of the energy minimum, and corresponding length 

( , , )l l lα ε  and angles ( , )ω θ , is achieved numerically. From eq. (0), one can expect a negative 

correlation when plotting  vs. lγ .  

This relationship can nevertheless be obtained analytically for cellular lattices featuring weak 

heterogeneity of side parameters (honeycomb-like packing), by performing a linear expansion in the 

vicinity of the homogeneous case corresponding to the honeycomb pattern: 

k o kλ λ δ= +  with k o Hpδ λ <  

Assuming that the side parameters ( , , )α ελ λ λ  are evenly distributed around oλ  with same dispersion 

λσ , namely that 0kδ〈 〉 =  and 2 2
k λδ σ〈 〉 = , one can show that the mean and dispersion of side length 

kl  in the lattice at equilibrium are given by: 

(0)   
3 2

H H
k k

H

p pl γ
γ

〈 〉 ≈ − +   and   
3 2k

H
l

H

p λσσ
γ

≈  

where averages have been taken over sides ,m n k≠ , and where second order terms in 2δ  have been 

neglected. Eq. (0) explicitly shows the negative correlation between l  and γ , namely the higher the 

tension, the shorter the side. 

2.3) Conclusion and comparison with laser ablation experiments 

These results show that cobblestone arrangements similar to local ordered patterns observed in pten 

cell patches (Figure 1B) can also results from heterogeneity of side physical properties 

(“heterogeneous and 0γ > ” case) (Figure 2B, S2C). This heterogeneity entails that side tension is 

strictly positive in all sides, and decreases with increasing side length.  

As explained in the main text, our experiments of laser ablation of single junctions helped us rule out 

the “homogeneous and 0γ = ” hypothesis and validate the “heterogeneous and 0γ > ” hypothesis. 

Indeed, the tension ijT  of the cell junction ij can be determined up to an unknown prefactor by laser 

ablations of side ij  and measurement of the initial relaxation velocity of its vertices o
ijV  (Farhadifar et 

al., 2007; Hutson and Ma, 2007; Hutson et al., 2009; Landsberg et al., 2009; Rauzi et al., 2008): 

(0) o
ij ijV Tμ=  

where μ  is an unknown prefactor having the dimensions of the inverse of a friction coefficient.  
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3) Inference of side parameter values from laser ablation experiments 

3.1) Principle 

We then decided to estimate quantitatively cell side heterogeneity in wt and pten tissues, by probing 

the relationship between cell perimeters and initial relaxation velocities in our experimental data. 

Indeed, eq. (0) links dimensionless line tension ijγ , perimeter sum i jp p+ , and side parameter ijλ . 

Using initial relaxation rate 1/2/ 2o o
ij ijv V A= 〈 〉  (expressed in 1s− ) and characteristic time 1 / Kτ μ=  

( )s , we rewrite eq. (0) as o
ij ijvγ τ= , and inject it in eq. (0), which leads to: 

(0)     1
2 ( ) o

i j ij ijp p vτ λ+ = +  

Therefore, when plotting the sum of dimensionless perimeters 1
2 ( )i jp p+  vs. relaxation rate o

ijv , eq. 

(0) predicts points distributed along an ascending straight line of slope 0τ >  and of zero-intercept ijλ  

with dispersion due to biologic variability and measurement errors. Thus, the model side parameters 

( , , )α ελ λ λ  can, in principle, be directly extracted from this plot. Note that: (i) relationship (0) only 

assumes that all cells have same cortical rigidity K: it still holds for patterns displaying variable cell 

shapes, areas, and area elastic moduli iΧ ; (ii) i jp p+  is expected to increase with relaxation velocity, 

unlike ijl  [Figure 2D and eq. (0)]. 

3.2) Data fitting and determination of side parameter values 

We indeed found that i jp p+  increases with o
ijV , as predicted by eq. (0) (Figure S2D-E): this 

constitutes an additional validation of the model, and prompted us to fit these experimental data to 

determine the model side parameters. For each dataset, determination of the line that best fits 

experimental data can provide characteristic time τ , mean zero-intercept λ〈 〉  and dispersion around 

this value λσ  (Figure S2D-E). To best fit the available data, we used a procedure that integrates the 

information from quantitative analysis of side lengths (Figure 1F), and thereby takes advantage of the 

large statistics 3( ~ 5.10n sides for wt and pten cells) of our previous quantitative analysis that yielded 

the actual side length distribution for wt and pten tissues (Figure 1F). 

In wt tissue, our quantitative analysis showed that the side length distribution is monomodal (Figure 

1F). It displays a single peak at 0.67WTl〈 〉 ≈  with dispersion 0.19WT
lσ ≈ . To achieve wt data fit and 

parameter determination, we selected data points that were representative of wt side length 

distribution, namely the points for which side lengths lied in intervals centered around WTl〈 〉 , and 

being gradually widened from WT
lσ  to 4 WT

lσ . For each set of selected data points, we plotted 
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1
2 ( )i jp p+  vs. o

ijv , plotted the line best fitting these data, and determined the corresponding values of 

τ , λ〈 〉  and λσ . We found that the line corresponding to the average of least squares along both axes 

was the most robust when varying the interval width from WT
lσ  to 4 WT

lσ . Lastly, we averaged the 

parameter values over all interval widths. For the wt, we thus found a single value of side parameters 

2.28 0.25oλ〈 〉 = ± , the standard deviation around this value 0.35 0.10
oλσ = ± , and the characteristic 

time 37 7sτ = ±  (Figure S2D). 

We applied the same procedure to fit pten tissue ablation data. In this case, the side length distribution 

is bimodal, displaying two peaks: one corresponds to long sides (L), the other one to short sides (S) 

(Figure 1F). We therefore applied the above procedure for each peak. The quantitative analysis of side 

length distribution yields 0.81pten
Ll〈 〉 ≈  ; 0.23pten

Lσ ≈  and 0.17pten
Sl〈 〉 ≈  ; 0.09pten

Sσ ≈ . For the long 

side peak we found 2.87 0.06Lλ〈 〉 = ± , the standard deviation around this value 0.38 0.07
Lλσ = ± , and 

the characteristic time 31 3sτ = ±  (Figure S2E). Before determination of parameter values 

corresponding to short sides, one should note that: (i) the characteristic time 1/ Kτ μ=  is not a side 

specific quantity (as opposed to side parameters λ ), but a cell specific property, since it only depends 

on cell cortical rigidity K  and cell coefficient μ : it has therefore been already determined; (ii) short 

sides ( 0.5l < ) were difficult to ablate: fewer experimental points representative of short sides were 

obtained. Thanks to (i), short sides were not used to determine the slope, but only to determine the 

corresponding zero-intercept Sλ〈 〉 . Because of (ii), we extended the range of selected data points 

around the peak up to 6 pten
Sσ . We checked that, for all interval width, the selected “short side” data 

points did not overlapped with “long side” data points (one single overlapping point at width 6 pten
Sσ ). 

We found 1.81 0.06Sλ〈 〉 = ±  and 0.35 0.03Sσ = ±  (Figure S2E). 

3.3) Conclusion 

These results provide estimates of model parameters for both wt and pten tissues inferred from laser 

ablation experiments. Note that reachable values of side parameters, namely values lying in the 

interval [ 2 ; 2 ]λ λλ σ λ σ− + , all remain within the physical domain of our study [ 0 k Hpλ≤ ≤ , eq. (0)]. 

Then, both side parameters values in pten cells surround the wt unique value: S o Lλ λ λ〈 〉 < 〈 〉 < 〈 〉 , as if 

wt side parameter value oλ  has been “split” by the pten loss of function into the two values ,S Lλ λ . 

4) Model predictions II: short side instabilities in pten tissue 

After the determination of the experimental range of λ  values in both wt and pten tissues, we 

determined the corresponding cellular patterns in our model. 
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4.1) Side parameter 2D diagram: short side instabilities 

As a first step, we studied the possible cellular patterns obtained when parameters ( , )αλ λ λ= ε  span 

the physical domain defined by eq. (0). Interestingly, only a limited region in the side parameter space 

allows simultaneous coexistence of the three types of sides, or equivalently, existence of six-sided 

cells (green region in Figure 2E). Within this stable domain all three sides can exist and have different 

lengths, all strictly positive ( 0kl > ). At the domain boundary (green-gray interface), one side length is 

exactly zero. Outside this region, parameter values do not allow simultaneous coexistence of the three 

sides, and the side with lowest kλ  value (highest kγ ), i.e. the shortest one [eq. (0)] disappears before 

the energy minimum can be reached: this is the unstable domain (grey region in Figure 2E). Close to 

the transition value Hp , the slightest difference in kλ  values makes one side vanish. 

In summary, our model predicts the existence of two regions in the side parameters space: (i) a stable 

domain where all three side types can coexist: hexagonal patterns are stable; (ii) an unstable domain, 

where the side with highest side parameter shrinks, become the shortest and vanishes (shortest side 

instability): hexagonal patterns are unstable. 

4.2) wt and pten domains in the diagram 

We now determine regions of the side parameter diagram corresponding to the experimental range of 

λ  values in both wt and pten tissues. Without loss of generality, this determination can be restricted to 

0 Hpαλ λ λ≤≤ = ≤ε , the other combinations being obtained by permutations of these parameters. 

The side parameter range compatible with wt experimental measurements is the disk centered at 

( , )o oλ λ  and of radius 2
oλσ (blue in Figure 2E). The wt parameter domain lies almost entirely within 

the stable domain, with its center on the honeycomb pattern line. This means that on average, wt 

tissues adopt a honeycomb pattern (Figure 2A, S2A), which can be distorted due to biological 

variability. A small proportion intersects the unstable domain, leading to few disappearing sides and 

rearrangements. This agrees with observations made in wt tissue (Figure 3A-C and Movie S2A). 

For pten tissues, the experimental parameter domain is the ellipse centered at ( , )L Sλ λ  and of axes 

(2 ,2 ).
L Sλ λσ σ  The pten domain significantly differs from wt: it mainly lies outside the stable domain, 

and so does its center; however, a smaller but significant proportion intersects the stable domain. 

Consequently, most parameter values involve an unstable side that will shrink, become the shortest 

and disappear. Strikingly, the centroid of the stable part of pten domain corresponds to a cobblestone 

structure (Figure 2B, S2C) similar to observed patterns in pten tissue (Figure 1B). 
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4.3) Discussion: short side instability in pten tissue 

We discuss here the consequences of short side instabilities in the tissue, i.e. when side parameters 

values belong to the unstable domain. For instance, if a side “ε ” disappears (in red in inset of Figure 

2A), because of fluctuations in acto-myosin contractility, and therefore of side lengths, occurring in 

the epithelium, a new side will appear right after. This new side either corresponds to the “old” one 

reappearing, or it involves two cells that were not in contact before, thus involving a rearrangement 

and a “new” side. Therefore, the new value new
ελ  associated to this new side can be very different from 

old
ελ , possibly leading to two scenarios: (i) either the new set of parameters ( , )new

α ελ λ λ=  now 

belongs to the stable domain: a new stable side is formed and remains ; (ii) or ( , )new
α ελ λ λ=  belongs 

to the unstable domain: the new side will shrink and disappear again. 

This latter scenario is particularly relevant to pten side parameter values that mostly lie outside the 

stable domain. As mentioned in section 4.2, most parameter values thus involve an unstable side that 

will shrink, become the shortest, disappear, and possibly lead to formation of a new side that is also 

likely to remain in the unstable region, leading to a new rearrangement, and so on. In this scenario, 

short sides can therefore keep on rearranging several times. This short side instability could go on until 

a stable triplet is chosen and all three sides remain. Through this mechanism, parameter values 

( , )α ελ λ λ=  could concentrate in the stable region over time. 

Our results are consistent with experimental observations, and lead to new predictions. Indeed, given 

the parameter values determined from laser ablations, on average, the wt is expected to adopt a 

honeycomb-like structure involving very few cell rearrangements. Conversely, the pten tissue is 

expected to acquire an average structure in cobblestones, but, given the large unstable portion of its 

parameter domain, it is expected to undergo many more cell rearrangements (involving instability of 

cell shortest sides) as compared to wt. These predictions are confirmed by our experiments: most short 

sides in pten tissue are unstable, disappear and fluctuate (Figure 3D-F and Movie S2B) as opposed to 

wt tissue. 
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